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A human being is a part of the whole called by us

universe, a part limited in time and space. He

experiences himself, his thoughts and feeling as

something separated from the rest, a kind of optical

delusion of his consciousness. This delusion is a kind

of prison for us, restricting us to our personal desires 

and and to affection for a few persons nearest to us. Our 

task must be to free ourselves from this prison by 

widening our circle of compassion to embrace all 

living creatures and the whole of nature andn its 

beauty.                     Albert Einstein



The Zen consciousness eld expresses itself in the innite

quantum eld and in the quantum consciousness of the

cosmos. It connects dark matter with dark energy and all things,

which affects the planets and our lives in both visible and

unobservable processes. We must use our imagination to tap

into that innermost consciousness that connects the innite

quaquantum eld to the origin of light. 

We must use our imagination to see beyond smartness, 

cleverness, and traditional human intelligence to unveil the 

potential of a superior intelligence inherent in all of us. This will 

allow us to ride the quantum wave of Zen consciousness to 

innity. Truth is never steady. Truth is never old. Truth perpetually

expands and contracts like ocean waves of intelligence. 

IIt is uid and it is wave like. It never stops.



The Conference aims to 

bring together the world’s 

leading minds, including 

philosophers, scientists, 

artists, and spiritual leaders 

to discuss high 

cconsciousness. We hope to 

create a worldwide 

revolution by combining 

the  spheres of science and 

spirituality  in an effort to 

help humanity realize that 

at the deepest sub nuclear 

lelevel and  at the innermost 

consciousness  level, 

we are all one.



The theme of the GZC is “Imagine & Beyond.”  

The theme will be a major part of The Global Zen

Consciousness Conference at its inaugural event and

the theme will be the guiding light for the future of

the conference. The theme reects Zen

consciousness of the cosmos, the origin of the

uniuniverse, and the quantum eld that connect all, direct

all, and project all the light of the visible universe. That

quantum eld connects all dark matter and dark

energy with the origin of the universe's highest

consciousness. That is what we refer to as Innite Zen

Consciousness. The theme “Imagine & Beyond” refers

to tapping into our Qi, which is to say that it is about

tapping itapping into the high conscious origin of all of us, all

matter, all thoughts, and all physical and mental

substances.









Shi Deru is a Zen Traveler and a 31st generation Shaolin 

Grand Master.  He was one of the rst to transmit Shaolin 

Zen to the U.S. He served as head coach of the U.S. 

National Sanshou Team and was a successful UFC trainer 

for numerous ghters including Cung Le and Patrick Berry. 

He is a practitioner of traditional Chinese medicine. He is 

ppresident of Shaolin Institute.

Deru Shi
Founder of Global Zen Consciousness Conference 

Founder & Chairman of Shaolin Chan Foundation

President of Shaolin Institute

Tai Gong Chan Founder & Advocate  

Founder & Host



Of all these years, Beijing University Professor Liu Feng, has 

been doing one thing only, that is to use the four basic science 

concepts: dimensions, energy waves, projections, and 

holography to interpret the different human intelligence 

systems. Professor Liu Feng combines advanced sciences 

such as quantum mechanics with traditional Chinese 

philosopphilosophy and Buddhist theory, he proposes that the most

important thing in our life is to enhance our dimensions

Liu Feng
Founder & advocates of multicultural system 
integration 

Chief Dean of the American Holographic
Research Institute

Co-Host



We all interconnected into oneness. That oneness will 

change the world. That oneness is harmony, is intelligence, 

is corporation, and is synergy. That oneness will lift all of us 

as it sends us to the new era in this new Millennium to create 

thenew world. So our participants must have a pure mind 

they must live by a standard that must be willing to forget 

themselthemselves, willing let the past go, willing to let their 

preconceived thoughts die, willing to open up, willing

to see humanity’s potentiality, willing to move past their egos,

willing to connect to the outermost intelligence to see the

light. They must help others and lead each other, and must be 

a part of the ocean of wisdom, and must never cage themselves.
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